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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this research is to help in selecting an appropriate cane delivery 

system for prevailing situations. 

The recent paper adds sugar cane transporting systems to the last module of 

existing Expert System (ES) (FARMEC by Awady et al., 1997) as post 

harvesting system. The authors were taken among domain experts to 

evaluate and iterate the degrees of confidence set to assist cane delivery 

system choice in different situations. The process of iterating results was 

carried out until its outcome conformed at the end with the experts opinion. 

”FARMEC E. S.” outcomes are accepted for their logical results in 

different situations. Qualifiers to result in  choices were decided to account 

for vehicle, "camel, cart and trailer combinations" and mill equipment 

(Narrow-Rail Wagon "NRW", railway wagons and lorries). A total of 14 

qualifiers, eight for the first link of transportation and six for the second 

link, were suggested. Each qualifier was evaluated with one degree. The 

degrees achieved by any cane delivery system consisted of the sum of the 

field to store vehicle and that of the store to mill equipment. The main 

results and recommendations are:  

1- For the 1
st
. haulage distance (from field to collecting storage), the most 

appropriate means depend mainly on the distance and road condition. 

For short and rough roads the cart proved to be best. Meanwhile, for 

long and good roads, the tractor-drawn trailer hardy proved better 

than carts. 
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2- Camel use is not recommended according to the same argument. 

However they are expected to continue serving because of their 

availability on farm for meat, milk, wool, skin, and organic manure 

production. 

3- For the second haulage distance (from collecting storage to factory), 

similarly, the railway has an advantage when rails are available. On 

other roads large lorry trucks seem to be favorable, followed by other 

trucks and trailers. 

4- For the combined 1
st
. and 2

nd
 haulage, the best of means can be 

combined. Of course, unloading and loading equipment have to be 

improved at the junction between two stages. However, tractor trailers 

might have an advantage if they can continue from the first to second 

stage without unloading and loading. 

INTRODUCTION 

ansen et al. (1998) stated that long delays between harvesting and 

milling of sugarcane leads to its deterioration.  They developed a 

simulation model as an appropriate means of analysis conducted 

on an initial harvesting and transport model of a particular mill and the area 

supplying.  It was concluded that it was necessary to integrate this module 

with models including limitations in transport, availability, and model of 

individual farms. These investigations led to greater clarity regarding to 

various processes in the sugarcane harvesting and delivery systems.  A 

survey of farms that supply the mill has to be conducted and the verified 

model has to be experimented with to determine methods of reducing delay.         

Eggleston et al. (2001) explained that an industrial increase of level of 

mechanization, lower cane quality is often observed with an increase in 

trash, however, overall efficiency is normally improved and costs reduced.  

They conducted intensive studies on the problems of deterioration due to 

cane delay.  The authors highlighted the problems caused by deterioration at 

different processing stages and recommended to accelerate transport process 

to reduce delivery delay. 

Abdel-Mawla (2000) noted that the duration from the time of cane 

harvesting to the time of unloading inside the mill may become critical.  It 

has been recommended to deliver cane to the mill in short time because 

more delay in cane delivery means more losses in sugar production.  

H 
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Evaluation of cane delivery duration requires large amount of data 

concerning scheduling, equipment, labor activities and operation conditions 

of harvesting, loading and transporting.     

Systems of cane delivery, in most conditions, have two transport stages. The 

first is from fields to temporary stores established at the roads, at which the 

main transport equipment moves. The second is from these stores to mill. 

Therefore, temporary stores are established at Narrow-Rail (NR) slide lines, 

railway shipping stations, ports at which cane transport ships land on the 

Nile, and roads on which other equipment travel.   

The transport means of the first stage are: 

- A flock of three or four camels, each of average load of 0.3 ton. 

- One or more carts of common size used in cane transport of 0.6 ton. 

- A trailer of common design pulled by tractor with 3 ton capacity. 

The main transport means of the second stage are: 

- NR slide wagons 6 - 10 ton load. 

- Railway wagons 12 - 14 ton. 

- A ship with 6 - 8 compartments each of 6 ton load  for cross Nile cane 

transport (not included in the study). 

- Lorries of variable sizes 6 - 18 ton. 

- Trailers equipped for cane to mill transport powered by tractors (6 - 10 ton 

load). 

A certain combination of a vehicle of first stage (haulage distance) that 

delivers the cane to any of the main transport means of the second stage, 

may represent a cane delivery system.  Camels are not considered to deliver 

cane to the main means if used as repeated trip vehicle (specially large and 

medium lorries that are loaded on asphalt roads).  Such slow transportation 

means could only be used to handle cane from the fields to the storage the 

day before loading the lorry.  If a quantity of cane has to be harvested in 

another day before to allow early handling, then a complex delay problem 

may exist.   

Awady et al. (1997) developed an Expert System (ES) named ”FARMEC” 

to evaluate different Farm-Mechanization Systems. They used an ”ES” shell 

named ”EXSYSP”. In that work, alternative means are named ”choices”. 

Elements of preference are named ”qualifiers”. Different choices are 

credited with weight scores according to domain experts and listed in a 
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”Decision Table” to result in the preference choices of mechanization 

means. In general, the same methodology is followed in this recent paper.  

Specific qualifiers were suggested for equipment for each transport stage. 

The sum of scores achieved by equipment in certain combination considers 

the final score of the system. Score of a delivery system was then computed 

by assuming some system scores as one hundred. Final decision table was 

layed down for system selection, system applicability prediction and system 

expansion explanation. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Eight qualifiers (methodology of Awady et al., 1997) were suggested for the 

vehicles of the first haulage distance and six other qualifiers were selected 

for the equipment of second haulage distance.  Weighing scores were 

decided for each qualifier of the equipment of either first or second stages of 

transportation, where one score was determined for each qualifier. The sum 

of both grades of the first and second stages represented the overall score of 

a cane delivery system.  The sum grade of each transport stage was then 

computed as a percentage of one hundred.  

Qualifiers for the first stage means: 

1-  Field to storage distance: Each of the first link means has score range 

from zero to 1 according to distance from the field to storage.   

2-  Road conditions: Camels and carts are able to travel on narrow and 

rough roads, therefore they were given score 1.  Trailers pulled by tractors 

were given score zero, science they require wide roads. 

3- Transport combined with harvesting: This qualifier means the 

possibility of starting harvesting and transport operations simultaneously, 

where maximum labor and transport efficiencies may be achieved. Camels 

and carts were given score of 1 and trailer was given score zero. 

4- Delay expected: This qualifier represented delay in the field after 

harvesting and before loading on the first link means.   Both camels and 

carts were given score 1 and trailer was given score zero. 

5- Power availability: Available mechanical power (trailer pulled by 

tractor) was granted grade 1 and animal power (camels and carts pulled by 

donkeys) grade zero. 
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6- Speed: Camel and cart, either in the field or on the road, travel speeds are 

considered slow, and may be graded zero. Tractor pulled trailer travels 

much faster and may be graded 1. 

7- Load capacity: Transport vehicle load in tons means the quantity of cane 

the mean can handle and transport in one trip. Since a camel can carry a 

quantity of cane not more than 0.3 ton and prevailing cart has weight of 

cane about 0.6 ton, they both were graded zero. The tractor pulled trailer in 

the first link system may carry about 3.0 tons, therefore was graded 1. 

8- Availability of the means: Carts are more available and graded 1.  

Meanwhile, camels are less available and graded 0.25.  Trailers are available 

for some farmers and graded 0.75. 

Qualifiers of the second stage means: 

1- Reach distance: The distances at which the main transport vehicles reach 

with respect to fields. Degrees granted may be as follows: 

- NRWs move on a special slide track among fields and grade is 0.5  

- Railway shipping stations have fixed locations at the main railway line, 

therefore,  grade was determined at zero. 

- Lorries reach depends on lorry size and asphalt roads or width. varied 

from zero to 0.5. 

- Tractor pulled trailer can reach off roads or shipped on an asphalt road.  

Grade varied from zero to 1. 

2-  Load capacity: Grades granted according to vehicle load are: 

- NRW: 0.75. 

- Railway wagons: 1. 

- Lorries: from 0.25 to 1. 

- Equipped trailer: from 0.25 to 0.75. 

3- Operation of repeated trip means: This qualifier depends on the means, 

how far the cane mill is and mill reception conditions. In accordance, grades 

were as follows: 

- Both NRW and railway wagon: grade zero. 

- Lorries grade was determined as 1.  

- Equipped trailers had grade 1 if the field is close to the mill.  

4- Delay control: Large quantity of data should be available to discuss 

delay and regulations should be taken from both farmer and mill to control 
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delay by any of operated system.  Cane delay is a complex issue and grades 

were determined as follows: 

- NRW transport system: 0.75 

- Railway transport system: 0.5. 

- Lorry transport system: 0.5 

- Equipped trailer transport system: 1. 

5- Mechanical loading availability: Certain rules have to be considered 

under which an economic operation of grab loading exists. For mechanical 

loading the following grades may be suggested based on the system 

conformity to the rules: 

- NR slide wagons: 0.75. 

- Railway wagons: 1. 

- Lorries of different sizes: from zero to 1.0. 

- Equipped trailer: zero. 

6- Used as storage bin: This qualifier considers a utilization of the 

transport vehicle to maintain 24 hours operation of the mill and grades were: 

- NRW transport: 1. 

- Railway transport: 1. 

- Lorry transport grade: zero. 

- Trailer transport system: from 0.4 to 0.5. 

Domain Experts: Paper authors, Members of Sugar Crops Research 

Institute and sugar factory in addition to great sugar farmers are domain 

experts. 

Transport means specifications:  

Table 1 and 2 shows transport means specifications for first stage (from 

field to collecting storage) and second stage (from collecting storage to 

factory). 

Table 1: Transport means specifications for first stage (from field to 

collecting storage):  

Specifications Camel Cart T-trailer 

Source of manufacture Egypt Egypt Egypt 

Length, cm 450-550 235 400 

Width, cm 80 110 200 

Height, cm 250-300 100 160 

Av. Load, kg 300 800 7100 
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Table 2: transport means specifications for second stage (from collecting 

storage to factory):  

NRW
(1)

 Trucks Specification 

Romania Japan 

Railway 

Small Medium Large 

Source of 

manufacture 

Romania Japan Egypt USA 

 

 

England 

 

 

Germany 

 

 

Model    Dodge Thames Mercides 

Power, hp 270 255 255 150 180 250 

Length, cm 520 500 600 780 810 760 

Width, cm 330 330 180 240 250 240 

Height, cm 235 230 120 170 200 170 

Av. Load, ton 10 10 13 3 5 12 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Decision table for first stage (from field to collecting storage):  

Table 3 shows the decision table for first haulage (from field to collecting 

storage. 

Validation cases for first stage (from field to collecting storage):  

Table 4 and fig.1 show the validation cases for first haulage (from field to 

collecting storage). 

For the 1
st
. haulage distance, the most appropriate means depend mainly on 

the distance and road condition. For short and rough roads (study case 1) the 

cart proved to be best (score 5.3). Meanwhile, for long and good roads (case 

2), the tractor-drawn trailer (score 4.7) hardy proved better than carts (score 

4.6). 

Camel use is not recommended according to the same figure. However they 

are expected to continue serving because of their availability on farm for 

meat, milk, wool, skin, and organic manure production. 

Decision table for second stage (from collecting storage to factory):  

Table 5 shows the decision table for second haulage (from collecting storage 

to factory). 

 

Validation cases for second stage (from collecting storage to factory):  

Table 6 and fig. 2 show the validation cases of the second haulage (from 

collecting storage to factory). The railway (score 3.9) has an advantage 
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when rails are available (third case). On other roads, for first case (distance 

< 5 km; through field) and second case (distance 15 km; paved road), Large 

lorry trucks (score 2.6 and 3.6 respectively) seem to be favorable, followed 

by other trucks (medium trucks score were 2.2 and 3.2 resp. and small 

trucks scores were 2.1 and 3.1 respectively) and trailers (tractor trailer 

scores were3.5 and 2.7 respectively). 

For the combined 1
st
. and 2

nd
 haulage, the best of means can be combined. 

Of course, unloading and loading equipment have to be improved at the 

junction. However, tractor-trailers might have an advantage if they can 

continue from the first to second stage without unloading and loading. 

Table 3: Decision table.  

 1
st
. haulage stage. 

(From field to collecting storage) 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 

Camel Cart T-trailer 

Distance: 

<<<< 0.5 km 

0.5 – 1.0 km 

>>>> 1.0 km 

 

 

1.0 

0.7 

0.4 

 

0.8 

0.8 

0.9 

 

0.5 

0.7 

1.0 

Road conditions: 

Good 

Bad 

 

----- 

1.0 

 

----- 

0.8 

 

----- 

0.0 

Travel speed: 0.0 0.0 1 

Time overlap 

with harvesting 
1.0 1.0 0.5 

Field efficiency 1.0 0.7 0.5 

Power saving 1.0 0.5 0.0 

Load capacity 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Availability 0.3 1.0 0.7 
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Table 4: Validation Cases. 

(1
st
. haulage distance: field to collecting storage.) 

1
st
 Case: 

Distance: short < 0.5 km. 

Road condition: Bad. 

Rest of conditions as in table 1. 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 

Camel Cart T-trailer 

Distance: 1.0 0.8 0.5 

Road conditions: 1.0 0.8 0.0 

Travel speed 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Time overlap 

with harvesting 

1.0 1.0 0.5 

Field efficiency 0.7 0.7 0.5 

Power saving 1.0 0.5 0.0 

Load capacity 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Availability 0.2 1.0 0.7 

∑∑∑∑ 4.9 5.3 4.2 

2nd Case: 

Distance: short > 1.0 km. 

Road condition: Good. 

Rest of conditions as in table 1. 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 

Camel Cart T-trailer 

Long distance 0.4 0.9 1.0 

Good road --- --- --- 

Travel speed 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Time overlap 

with harvesting 

1.0 1.0 0.5 

Field efficiency 0.7 0.7 0.5 

Power saving 1.0 0.5 0.0 

Load capacity 0.0 0.5 1.0 

Availability 0.2 1.0 0.7 

∑∑∑∑ 3.3 4.6 4.7 
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Fig. 1: Case studies for 1
st. 

haulage stage. 

Table 5: Decision table.   2
nd

 haulage stage. 

(From collecting storage to factory) 
Trucks 

(2) 
Choices 

 

Qualifiers NRW
(1) 

Railway 
S M L 

Tractor 

Trailer 

Distance: 

<<<<  5 km 

15 km 

 

0.0 

0.0 

 

0.0 

0.0 

 

1.0 

1.0 

 

1.0 

1.0 

 

1.0 

1.0 

 

1.0 

0.5 

Road 

conditions: 

Through field 

Unpaved 

Paved 

Railed 

 

 

0.0 

0.0 

---- 

0.7 

 

 

0.0 

0.0 

---- 

1.0 

 

 

0.0 

0.5 

1.0 

---- 

 

 

0.0 

0.0 

1.0 

---- 

 

 

0.0 

0.0 

1.0 

---- 

 

 

0.0 

1.0 

0.7 

---- 

Time-use-

efficiency 

0.8 
(3) 

0.9 
(3) 

0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 

Load capacity 0.7 
(3) 

1.0 
(3) 

0.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 

Cane_ 

Storability 
1.0 

(3) 
1.0 

(3) 
---- ---- ---- 0.5 

(1) Narrow-Rail Wagon. 

(2) S, M; L trucks of resp. small, medium; large t-capacity. 

(3) Apply only to railed roads. 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Camel Cart T-trailer

Transporting means.
S

c
o

re
s

.

1st. Case

2nd. Case

Validation

Cases
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Table 6: Validation Cases. 

2
nd

 haulage distance: collecting storage-factory) 

1
st
 Case: 

Distance: < 5 km. 

Road condition: Through field. 

Trucks 
 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 
NRW

 
Railway 

S M L 

Tractor 

trailer 

Distance 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Road condition ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- 1.0 

Time-use-eff. ----  0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 

Load capacity ----  0.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 

Cane 

storability 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0.5 

∑∑∑∑   2.1 2.2 2.6 3.5 

 

2
nd

. Case: 

Distance: 15 km. 

Road condition: Paved. 

Trucks 
 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 
NRW

 
Railway 

S M L 

Tractor 

trailer 

Distance ---- ---- 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 

Road condition ---- ----- 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 

Time-use-eff. ----  0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 

Load capacity ----  0.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 

Cane 

storability 

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0.5 

∑∑∑∑   3.1 3.2 3.6 2.7 
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3r
d
. Case: 

Distance: 15 km. 

Road condition: Railed with paved parallel. 

Trucks 
 

Choices 

 

Qualifiers 
NRW

 
Railway 

S M L 

Tractor 

trailer 

Distance 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 

Road condition 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 

Time-use-eff. 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.7 

Load capacity 0.7 1.0 0.3 0.5 1.0 0.3 

Cane 

storability 

1.0 1.0 ---- ---- ---- 0.5 

∑∑∑∑ 3.2 3.9 3.1 3.2 3.6 2.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Case studies for 2nd
. 
haulage stage. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1- For the 1
st
. haulage distance ( from field to storage), the most 

appropriate means depend mainly on the distance and road condition. 

For short and rough roads (study case 1) the cart proved to be best (Fig. 
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1 shows relative scores). Meanwhile, for long and good roads, the 

tractor-drawn trailer hardy proved better than carts. 

2- Camel use is not recommended according to the same figure. However 

they are expected to continue serving because of their availability on 

farm for meat, milk, wool, skin, and organic manure production. 

3- For the second haulage distance (from storage to mill), similarly, the 

railway has an advantage when rails are available (Fig. 2). On other 

roads large lorry trucks seem to be favorable, followed by other trucks 

and trailers. 

4- For the combined 1
st
. and 2

nd
. haulage, the best of means can be 

combined. Of course, unloading and loading equipment have to be 

improved at the junction. However, tractor trailers might have an 

advantage if they can continue from the first to second stage without 

unloading and loading. 
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 .�Tء��+ ���F�*� ا��
وف ا��0ص� ����B ا�راس�

 

)١ (،cا�2را*� ج���� *�� ش� ���H� غ
fس� ا�2را*�� ا��� أس��ذ ا��1
��� ا�2را*� ج���� ) ٢(H� ��*س� ا�2را
ع أس��ط،اQأس��ذ ور��c , � ا��1� 
 زه
 ��=X أول، ��1 �B�ث ا��1س� ا�2را*��،)  ٣(

ع أس��ط) ٤(� ،
رس ا��1س� ا�2را*��، آ��� ا�2را*� ج���� اQزه�. 
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��� �� وض� ا�C�Bت ا�]�ذة وا���)
�� �� ا�L�*Cر Vث�Lت ص�B "��م و,�L�� ت دراس�C�= 9ت)j 

وف ا�)
ق lا����و�� و ���� =�1�F وآm�9 ا��س��Lا����=� وت �� ��

ة ش��W ا��س��� ا�L0ا�

 :و���H ت�n�0 ا�����` �� ا�����. و� ���ت ا���6 ����0زن ا��-,�� ث� إ�� ا����"�
)�(  "
 :ا�@!  م- ا��!  إ�� م	?ن ا�=>��;: ا9و��ا���ح
 وج أن أ�6K وس��� "�6 ه� : آ2 وا��HیF G�� م�E&��٠C٥ ح��" ا������ت ����ة أ�  م- ) أ(

 
Fت ا���
���1 ا�6�F ٥p٣=�X أ*)W أ*�� وزن ت6�Kf ) ا��Hرو(*�، ث� ا���)�رة ٤p٩، ث� 

ار F���٤p٢. 

 وج أن أ�6K وس��� "�6 ه� ا���)�رة :�HیG ج�& آ2 وا���١ ح��" ا������ت أآ� م- ) ب(
 6�Kfوزن ت ��
ار =�X أ*)W أ*F���٤p٧ 
Fت ا���
* �1��� .٣p٣، ث� ا�6�F ٤p٦، ث� 

)�( "
 :ا�@!  م- م	?ن ا�=>��; إ�� ا���@;: ��6�" ا�ا���ح
ة  وج أن أ�6K وس��� "�6 ه� ا���)�ر: آ2 وا��HیF G�� م�E&��٥ ح��" ا������ت ا9�  م- ) أ(

 6�Kfوزن ت ��
ار =�X أ*)W أ*F���٣pة  ٥
�LH�1 ا�]�=��ت ا����، ث� ا�]�=��ت ٢p٦، ث� 

ة ٢p٢ا����س)� �Z٢، ث� ا�]�=��ت ا��p١. 


��١٥K ح��" ا�����"  ) ب(Lأس Gی�Hة : آ2 وا�
�LH6 ه� ا�]�=��ت ا��" �� وج أن أ�6K وس�
 6�Kfوزن ت �����1 ا�]�=��ت ا��٣p٦=�X أ*)W أ*�
ة �٣p٢�س)� ، ث� �Z٣ ث� ا��p١ �1���، ث� 


ار F��� رة�٢ا���)p٧. 

K وم�ازى �P خO س�" ح&ی&��١٥ ح��" ا�����"  ) ج(Lأس Gی�Hآ2 وا� : �� وج أن أ�6K وس�

 6�Kfوزن ت �� =�X أ*)W أ*�Bا� �H ت ا���

ة ٣p٩"�6 ه�  *�LH�1 ا�]�=��ت ا����، ٣p٦، ث� 
���1 ا�]�=��ت ا����س)� وا��
ة �٣p٢�زن ت6�Kf ) ا�آ����LK�)6ن ا����K ث� �Z٣، ث� ا��pث� ١ ،


ار F��� رة��1 ا���)���٢p٧. 
��

ة ا���م ص�B+ �� اQ=�ال ا���0��f ��� �� ذ�m ا�C�Bت ا�]�ذة وا���)L0م ا���" WLاث  .و,

 

 


